100-200 Gallon Vacuum System

A small but effective vacuum package that can be added to truck and
trailer jets. A simple bolt-on attachment to the existing power system
allows for 500-700 CFM of vacuum to be added. This allows for up to 15” of
vacuum to resolve minor vacuum issues in the field.

Hose Reel Enclosure

Cold weather protection is important for our customers that work in
extreme cold. This hose reel enclosure features aluminum roll up doors,
access panels for easy repairs, and diamond treadplate construction. The
enture assembly articulates as well.

Dual Hose Reels

Dual reels allow for the flexibility that most municipalities and contractors
demand. Small and large jobs can be tackled with ease on the same unit.
Ask how we can create a custom reel for your unit.

Custom Tool Boxes/Storage

Many standard size tool boxes are available for any configuration. Custom
shelf and racks available upon request. Need a rack for your downhole
tools? Let us know!

Bed Liner Frame/Reel Coating

This is a durable and tough HDPE coating applied before any major
components are installed. Better than any automotive quality paint, this
will keep your unit looking great in the long run.

Digital Footage Counter

This simple and easy to install counter for any setup. A backlit LCD display
makes this easy to use at night. The counter wheel mounted to the
levelwind make this a very accurate way to maintain your footage count.
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